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The Literature of the Lebanese Diaspora

2014-10-23

the lebanese civil war which spanned the years of 1975 to 1990 caused the migration of hundreds of thousands of lebanese citizens many
of whom are still writing of their experiences jumana bayeh presents an important and major study of the literature of the lebanese
diaspora focusing on novels and writings produced in the aftermath of lebanon s protracted civil war bayeh explores the complex
relationships between place displacement and belonging and illuminates the ways in which these writings have shaped a global lebanese
identity combining history with sociology bayeh examines how the literature borne out of this expatriate community reflects a lebanese
diasporic imaginary that is sensitive to the entangled associations of place and identity paving the way for new approaches to
understanding diasporic literature and identity this book will be vital for researchers of migration studies and middle eastern literature
as well as those interested in the cultures history and politics of the middle east

Diaspora and Literary Studies

2023-07-31

diaspora is an ancient term that gained broad new significance in the twentieth century at its simplest diaspora refers to the geographic
dispersion of a people from a common originary space to other sites it pulls together ideas of people movement memory and home but
also troubles them in this volume established and newer scholars provide fresh explorations of diaspora for twenty first century literary
studies the volume re examines major diaspora origin stories theorizes diaspora through its conceptual intimacies and entanglements and
analyzes literary and visual cultural texts to reimagine the genres genders and genealogies of diaspora literary mappings move across
africa the americas middle east asia europe and pacific islands and through atlantic pacific mediterranean gulf and indian waters chapters
reflect on diaspora as a key concept for migration postcolonial global comparative race environmental gender and queer studies the
volume is thus an accessible and provocative account of diaspora as a vital resource for literary studies in a bordered world



Beirut to Carnival City

2019-12-09

beirut to carnival city reading rawi hage is a pioneering collection of critical essays on the work of the lebanese canadian writer situating
his fiction in contexts such as diasporic writing or trans geographical literature and reflecting the worldwide range of research into his
literary output
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Songbroken

2009-05-01

she sang a vow to learn to heal but the person she needed to save was herself nils is a healer s apprentice faced with a difficult choice
only men are allowed to be healers but if nils denies her heart and chooses that path neither a healer s status nor the balm of study will
make up for losing a chance at marriage with the person she loves instead concealing her true self from everyone she knows nils risks
an dangerous journey to the distant city desperate to find a balance between life s passion and heart s life but always the question
remains can a healer s songs truly work for a woman and should nils s deception be discovered she will be songbroken shunned by her
family dismissed by her master and denied any contract vow or relationship



Up Till Now

1959

william shatner gets the joke about william shatner in fact most of the time he s the one telling it his self effacing attitude so perfectly
parodied in the bombastic character he now plays on boston legal denny crane is one of the reasons for his huge popularity while best
known for his creation of captain james t kirk commander of the starship enterprise on star trek william shatner has been a working
actor for more than half a century he has experienced all the ups the awards and acclaim and the down having to live for a time in the
truck bed of his camper when he couldn t get work that are a part of the actor s world in up till now he tells us about his remarkable
life from training as a shakespearan actor under sir tyrone guthrie to his time on broadway his movie career and of course his successful
tv series he has worked with an extraordinary range of actors among them spencer tracy burt lancaster marlene dietrich judy garland
walter matthau sandra bullock ben stiller and robert deniro he also writes with glee about some of his less successful ventures including
incubus the only feature ever made entirely in esperanto as funny charming and self deprecating as the man himself this book will
delight his many fans of all ages

Lourenço Marques, a Guide, with Moçambique Coast and Big-game Fishing Supplement

2020-06-26

while the growth of computational thinking has brought new awareness to the importance of computing education it has also created
new challenges many educational initiatives focus solely on the programming aspects such as variables loops conditionals parallelism
operators and data handling divorcing computing from real world contexts and applications this decontextualization threatens to make
learners believe that they do not need to learn computing as they cannot envision a future in which they will need to use it just as
many see math and physics education as unnecessary the handbook of research on tools for teaching computational thinking in p 12
education is a cutting edge research publication that examines the implementation of computational thinking into school curriculum in
order to develop creative problem solving skills and to build a computational identity which will allow for future stem growth
moreover the book advocates for a new approach to computing education that argues that while learning about computing young people
should also have opportunities to create with computing which will have a direct impact on their lives and their communities featuring



a wide range of topics such as assessment digital teaching and educational robotics this book is ideal for academicians instructional
designers teachers education professionals administrators researchers and students

Handbook of Research on Tools for Teaching Computational Thinking in P-12 Education

2015

covers the navy intelligence establishment s support to the war effort in southeast asia from 1965 to 1975 it describes the contribution of
naval intelligence to key strategic operational and tactical aspects of the war including the involvement of intelligence in the seminal
tonkin gulf crisis of 1964 and the rolling thunder and linebacker bombing campaigns the monitoring of sino soviet bloc military
assistance to hanoi the operation of the seventh fleet s reconnaissance aircraft the enemy s use of the neutral cambodian port of
sihanoukville and the support to u s navy riverine operations during the tet offensive and the sealords campaign in south vietnam
special features elaborate on the experiences of reconnaissance plane pilots navigating the dangerous skies of indochina intelligence
professionals who braved enemy attacks at shore bases in south vietnam the perilous mission in laos of observation squadron 67 vo 67 the
secret voyage of nuclear attack submarine sculpin ssn 590 and the leadership and heroism of captain earl f rectanus lieutenant
commander jack graf and other naval intelligence professionals who risked and sometimes lost their lives in the service of their country
during the war

Knowing the Enemy

2022-12-26

this collection of essays is the third iteration in a series of publications dealing with olympic studies that initially developed out of the
tripartite relationship between western university canada victoria university melbourne australia and the german sport university
cologne germany however for this collection papers were solicited from around the world in order to approach the topic from different
and much wider perspectives to this end this book combines a diverse range of scholarly analyses that seek to understand how the
recognition of the voices of athletes have developed over many decades in essence the sequence of chapters in this book are based around
three perspectives namely the lives and biographical profiles of athletes the decision making processes of and for athletes and the formal



and informal institutional representation of athletes while the touchstone is primarily the voices of athletes associated with olympic
related sports consideration is also given to the actions and opinions of athletes expressed in other sporting spheres this book was
originally published as a special issue of the international journal of the history of sport

The Athletes’ Voice in History

2019-10-01

kill bills is the bible for saving thousands of dollars on your major household bills from power bills to telco mortgage insurance credit
cards petrol and groceries it describes the 9 insider tricks you need to win the war on household bills you ll start saving straight away
thanks to simple strategies with names like the de niro the mystery shopper the elizabeth taylor and the red dog backed by the team of
money saving experts at one big switch joel gibson has gathered 7 years of shortcuts hacks and loopholes all so you don t have to in a
hurry there s a step by step guide to saving over 1000 in an afternoon got a big power bill or insurance renewal kill bills will help you
take the power and the dollars back with in depth chapters on 9 of the major household bills and how those industries work want to
become a fully fledged money saving black belt read this book from cover to cover and it will arm you with everything you need to
kick some serious household bill backside

KILL BILLS!

2008

a young man arrives in hollywood from scotland looking to scale the heights as a screenwriter he embarks on a series of adventures and
misadventures as he encounters a succession of the weird wonderful and downright wacky to get by he works as an extra on sitcoms
like friends and frasier dramas such as er and csi and some big budget movies he then finds himself being selected to work as ben affleck
s double in between times he attends celebrity parties functions and works in some of hollywood s most exclusive bars and nightclubs
our narrator joins the antiwar movement after 9 11 and commits himself with his new found comrades to halting bush s drive to war in
iraq he throws himself into organising demos meetings and campaigning to stop the war soon he s leading a double life by day working
on a big budget movie as a double for one of hollywood s biggest stars by night engrossed in radical politics



Playground Worlds

2012-12-31

in the cultural lives of domestic objects in late antiquity jo stoner assesses evidence for heirlooms gifts and souvenirs to reveal the
personal and sentimental values of material culture from the late antique period

Dreams That Die

1979

if you loved reading the mesmerising tale of daisy and simon s marriage and secrets in just my luck from no 1 sunday times bestselling
author adele parks you won t want to miss lucy rose and connie s story in young wives tales don t miss adele s latest gripping novel
both of you out now and look for one last secret coming soon what happens after happily ever after young wives tales is the stylish
insightful sequel to playing away lucy rose and connie are back in a novel which is every bit as addictive as adele s debut bestseller and
follows the friends fortunes in their new roles as wives mothers and lovers with plenty of surprises along the way rose thought she had
it all but her perfect life crumbled when her so called friend seduced her husband and destroyed her marriage now rose is left without
any passion romance or plans for the future lucy believed she finally had her fairy tale ending but being the wife isn t half as glamorous
as being the mistress when excitement and thrills give way to more chat about cleaning and the kids it s not very her they desperately
envy connie happily married effortlessly juggling two children and a fulfilling career connie has found genuine contentment until that
is a dangerous old flame flickers back into view will she be tempted to play with fire again what readers are saying about young wives
tales adele has a knack for putting her finger on our fears and vulnerabilities our dark sides our hopes and expectations in love and
friendship and keeping the characters human her language is quick sharp and thoroughly engrossing loved it the writing style is
quirky and funny i couldn t put it down i would say that this is one of parks best books in a long time



Dictionary Catalog of the Research Libraries of the New York Public Library, 1911-1971

1823

old tibetan documents are the oldest extant monuments of the tibetan language their exploration although successfully flourishing in the
last two decades has been considerably impeded by often unintelligible and obsolete vocabulary that was bound to the particular cultural
and political context of the tibetan empire that collapsed in the 840s ce the present publication aims at clarifying a part of this vocabulary
by examining nearly 400 old tibetan compounds in part i an attempt has been undertaken to define a compound and to provide the first
linguistic classification of old tibetan compounds part ii concentrates on a lexicological analysis of the compounds and strives to explain
their etymology word formation and usage in old tibetan contents of volume 1 part ii old tibetan compounds lexicological analysis
lexemes 120 394

Galignani's Messenger

2002

in the late 1980s a generation of filmmakers began to flower outside the hollywood studio system and in the following decade the
independent film movement bloomed dozens of lesser known filmmakers such as steven soderbergh and quentin tarantino began
walking away with coveted prizes at cannes and eventually the academy awards many of these directors were discovered at robert
redford s sundance film festival and then scooped up by harvey and bob weinstein whose company miramax laid waste to the
competition in down and dirty pictures peter biskind tells the incredible story of these filmmakers the growth of sundance into the
premier showcase of independent film and the meteoric rise of the controversial weinstein brothers who left a trail of carnage in their
wake yet created an oscar factory that is the envy of the studios

Robert De Niro

2003



funny yet down to earth honest yet full of exaggeration actor walter matthau 1920 2000 will always occupy a place in america s heart as
one of the great comic talents of his generation born walter matuschanskayasky into jewish tenements on new york s lower east side he
was a child actor in new york yiddish theater and later a world war ii air force radioman gunner he paid dues for ten years on
broadway in summer stock and on television before landing his film debut the kentuckian in 1955 by the time of his 1968 casting as
cantankerous but lovable slob oscar madison in the film version of neil simon s the odd couple matthau had won major hollywood
stardom based on dozens of interviews and extensive research this book covers the breadth of his often complicated personal life and
multi faceted career including his unforgettable performances in such films as the fortune cookie a guide for the married man plaza suite
charley varrick the taking of pelham one two three the sunshine boys the bad news bears california suite and grumpy old men

Atlantic City International Airport

2019-03-19

it s been a business doing pleasure with you is my autobiography of being a high profile gay escort from early military upbringing and
its clashes with my young gay identity to tales of leaving home under threat of shotgun going out into the world i made my way to
find a niche of survival only to discover soon afterwards that i had something far harder to survive a virus called hiv with the lost lives
of friends lovers and dogs i met many in my hollywood movie like life famous and not so famous in my pursuit of happiness i often
found myself as shaman to many souls some lost sometimes sex was the last thing required instead many needed to be held or touched
and to be reassured of their humanity this was not lost to me i embraced it as kindness was healing rounding out my years in the oldest
profession are some bits of wisdom folly and finally closure with my father after years of distance with his gay son

The Cultural Lives of Domestic Objects in Late Antiquity

2012-03-29

war in the shallows published in 2015 by the naval history and heritage command is the authoritative account of the u s navy s hard
fought battle along vietnam s rivers and coastline from 1965 1968 at the height of the u s navy s involvement in the vietnam war the
navy s coastal and riverine forces included more than 30 000 sailors and over 350 patrol vessels ranging in size from riverboats to



destroyers these forces developed the most extensive maritime blockade in modern naval history and fought pitched battles against viet
cong units in the mekong delta and elsewhere war in the shallows explores the operations of the navy s three inshore task forces from
1965 to 1968 it also delves into other themes such as basing technology tactics and command and control finally using oral history
interviews it reconstructs deckplate life in south vietnam focusing in particular on combat waged by ordinary sailors vietnam was the
bloodiest war in recent naval history and war in the shallows strives above all else to provide insight into the men who fought it and
honor their service and sacrifice illustrated throughout with photographs and maps author john darrell sherwood has served as a
historian with the naval history and heritage command nhhc since 1997 provided by publisher

Young Wives' Tales

2018-08-26

war in the shallows published in 2015 by the naval history and heritage command is the authoritative account of the u s navy s hard
fought battle along vietnam s rivers and coastline from 1965 1968 at the height of the u s navy s involvement in the vietnam war the
navy s coastal and riverine forces included more than 30 000 sailors and over 350 patrol vessels ranging in size from riverboats to
destroyers these forces developed the most extensive maritime blockade in modern naval history and fought pitched battles against viet
cong units in the mekong delta and elsewhere war in the shallows explores the operations of the navy s three inshore task forces from
1965 to 1968 it also delves into other themes such as basing technology tactics and command and control finally using oral history
interviews it reconstructs deckplate life in south vietnam focusing in particular on combat waged by ordinary sailors vietnam was the
bloodiest war in recent naval history and war in the shallows strives above all else to provide insight into the men who fought it and
honor their service and sacrifice illustrated throughout with photographs and maps author john darrell sherwood has served as a
historian with the naval history and heritage command nhhc since 1997 provided by publisher

Compounds and Compounding in Old Tibetan. Vol. 2

2016-06-16

voices from the classroom illustrates that teachers have a leading voice in the policies that impact their students and the profession of



teaching the aim is to provide a rich and broad view of the impact of inquiry in the classrooms from primary to higher education and to
provide a window into the perspective of teachers voices from the classroom allows us to advance this mission by identifying and then
turning educators ideas into action the publication includes chapters on issues ranging from dyslexic students geospatial abilities to
teachers differential behaviours related student characteristics and the experiences of refugees with bullying in the educational space all
the contributions published in this book emerged from real classrooms our teachers and researchers conducted their research by drawing
on their experience as educators we believe that these insights into everyday classrooms and the issues affecting them are crucial to
making teaching and learning better we hope they can help drive real positive change for students and teachers

Down and Dirty Pictures

2002-09-04

in this inspiring story of a vietnam veteran who served his country proudly as a petty officer in united states naval aviation working as
a plane captain he completed two tours in vietnam with his squadron vaw121 while being detached to an airgroup aboard the uss
intrepid it was here with vaw121 he met his good friend ody who he remains friends with over forty years later discover glimpses of
yourself and follow his journey rocky at times as he tries to find true peace within himself the journey begins on a quiet street in
chicago in 1947 the story continues as he experiences vietnam health problems and failed marriages after more than fifty five years he
finds what he is looking for all these years what god had planned for him the whole time that peace came when he founded the hope
children s mission la esperanza mision de ninos located in catemaco veracruz mexico meet some of the children learn how great it feels
to help children help themselves happiness can be found in strange places all the profits of this book will be used to operate the hope
children s mission esperanza mision de ninos

Matthau

1863

the plethora of literature produced over the past decade in response to the perceived failure of the human rights project to deliver
results for billions of people living in adverse environments has usually focused on international legal standards and mechanisms with



little regard for the root structural realities that constrain their implementation hence a text that primarily focuses on the major
challenge of realisation of human rights in the context of diverse realities is urgently needed this book then provides an analytical as
well as inspirational text on human rights from a contextual perspective it offers a reconceptualisation of human rights as not merely
legal resources but political tools as well after an introduction that familiarizes the reader with some of the key concepts used throughout
the book is divided into six chapters the first two combine a critique of the overly legal use of human rights with a reconceptualisation
of their potential as powerful tools outside of the legal context the next two chapters examine the nature of the structural challenges that
face realisation both on the global and on the local level the last two chapters analyse two major areas of the human rights deficit the
structural non implementation of the rights of the poor and the failing protection of non dominant collectivities finally a concluding
chapter elaborates on the main findings and insights gained the book combines rigorous juridical study with a focus on political economic
analysis of rights in context hence it aims at an interdisciplinary treatment of human rights as opposed to current texts that have a
tendency to be monodisciplinary the book should be of interest to students of human rights political economy law and conflict studies as
well as those who work or research in these areas

Fun

2008

from the public s first glimpse of the original starship enterprise to the brave new worlds explored in star trek voyager the never
ending phenomenon that is star trek has treated generations of viewers to a dazzling barrage of unforgettable images of the future
bizarre alien beings breathtaking extraterrestrial landscapes exotic costumes state of the art special effects and remarkably convincing
futuristic sets and props and equipment have brought gene roddenberry s inspiring vision to life before the public s awestruck eyes the
art of star trek is a one of a kind gallery of star trek artwork as well as tribute to the many artists designers and technicians whose
diverse talents and imagination created the distinctive look of the star trek universe every incarnation of star trek is explored the
original series the animated series star trek the next generation star trek deep space nine and star trek voyager and the films with the
complete behind the scenes story of star trek s design history with hundreds of full color illustrations and photographs many from
private collections readers will at last be able to linger on star trek s rich visual legacy and trace the evolution of and images from their
initial conceptions to their final form on television and film screens like all great works of art the many sights and visual surprises of star
trek have been built from scratch through a combination of inspiration and painstaking effort the art of star trek covers the entire



universe of star trek artwork and production design to reveal how in all of its various forms star trek has allowed us to look boldly into
the future and see what no one has seen before the art of star trek is the art of pure imagination the art of a bright hopeful future and
the art of three remarkable decades on nonstop action and adventure lavishly illustrated it is a book to be read and referred to time after
time as well as one that will become a cherished chronicle fo star trek s first thirty years

Restaurant Business

2016-01-24

william friedkin s film sorcerer 1977 has been subject to a major re evaluation in the last decade a dark re imagining of the french
director h g clouzot s le salaire de la peur the wages of fear 1953 based on george arnaud s novel the film was a major critical and
commercial failure on its initial release friedkin s work was castigated as an example of directorial hubris as it was a notoriously difficult
production which went wildly over budget it was viewed at the time as th end of new hollywood however within recent years the
film has emerged in the popular and scholarly consciousness from enjoying a minor cult status to becoming subject to a full blown critical
reconsideration in which it has been praised a major work by a key american filmmaker

It's Been A Business Doing Pleasure With You

2015

War in the Shallows

2015-09-16
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Voices from the Classroom: A Celebration of Learning

2009-07
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Colliery Guardian and Journal of the Coal and Iron Trades
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